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As a politician, I have been
very committed to the
objectives of the
RENAISSANCE project,
along with my political
colleagues in the other 4
cities. The project has
helped to transform our
cities into “living
laboratories” – a fertile
ground for European
mobility innovation.
It is comforting, nowadays, to look back at these
last four years and to observe that, despite the
unfavourable economic situation that led national
governments to cut resources for the public
transport services, it is still possible, thanks to
initiatives like CIVITAS, to continue on the road to
sustainability in our cities. CIVITAS funding has
helped all of our 5 cities to go that 'one step further'.
It has also acted as a catalyst for attracting further
national funding and loan facilities for up-scaling.
In CIVITAS RENAISSANCE we have successfully
developed a working team at a European level,
generating innovation and recognising the
importance of the different decision-making levels
and the different areas of political action required to
make the innovations and solutions effective. I wish
all partners in the project best of luck in their future
endeavours. I hope that the experience gained
during the CIVITAS RENAISSANCE project can be
usefully shared in harmony with other cities in
Europe.

CIVITAS RENAISSANCE
has been a very good
opportunity for five historic
cities across Europe to
study the implementation
of innovative mobility
solutions.
The project has been bold in choosing these
solutions. The implementation of cutting edge
technology for mobility and how the technology can
contribute to change the habits in mobility was a
central part of the project.
The consortium has been committed throughout the
entire time to the achievement of its goals. The
results obtained demonstrate that the efforts made
by the cities have paid off - the cities' character is
preserved, the inhabitants' quality of life is improved
and the tourists have better information and better
mobility solutions.
Local partnerships have been essential in
implementing the vision of the project. Local
authorities worked closely with private companies,
universities, schools to deliver integrated solutions.
The process has been adversely affected by the
economic crisis, but the initial commitment has been
determinant for the success.
CIVITAS RENAISSANCE adventure has been
possible because of the people that worked hard
during its 4 years. In this process, political support
has been essential for supporting the cities'
ambitions in the project. On behalf of the
coordination team, I would like to thank them all for
their vision, commitment and friendship.
Mr. Leonardo NALDINI
Project Coordinator
Municipality of Perugia

Mr. Roberto CICCONE
Member of Political Advisory Committee
Mobility Councillor
Municipality of Perugia
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Introduction
The RENAISSANCE Project is “Testing Innovative Strategies for Clean
Urban Transport for historic European cities”. It is a collaborative project
between 5 European cities, including historical cities of world-wide
recognition – Perugia (Italy), Bath (UK), Szczecinek (Poland), Skopje
(Macedonia) and Gorna Oryahovitsa (Bulgaria). These cities face
significant transport problems exacerbated by seasonal tourist demand.
Introducing a 'new sustainable mobility culture' of cleaner urban
transport into these historic cities will play a large part in preserving their
'traditional culture' and architectural heritage, on which a major
proportion of their local economy and society depends.
The RENAISSANCE cities differ in size, national status, political governance
and social and economic integration within the European Union –
RENAISSANCE also brings the countries of Bulgaria and Macedonia to the
CIVITAS family. The RENAISSANCE cities are bound by the desire to develop
an integrated package of access and mobility measures that not only address
environmental concerns and social development, but also allow for the
sustainable development of the local economy. Some of these cities
researched and developed interesting, innovative mobility solutions that have
been proposed and recommended in their local sustainable urban mobility
plans; such was the case of Perugia and Bath. Other cities understood that
only an integrated vision on sustainable mobility could help the city's
development and made efforts to elaborate sustainable urban mobility plans;
as is the case in Gorna Oryahovitsa, Skopje and Szczecinek.
The ambition of RENAISSANCE cities is demonstrated by the innovations in
alternative fuels usage and technologies across public transport vehicles and
private cars, including new forms of hybrid vehicles, minibuses, bicycles,
water trams and taxis. The cities aim for transport integration using new
transport modes such as driverless mini-metro and personal rapid transit and
to complete the integration of other transport networks such as cycling and
water transport.
The goods transport in the RENAISSANCE cities has been addressed by
improved logistics management and cleaner delivery vehicles, to the
possibility to transporting urban freight in Pipenet systems.
CIVITAS RENAISSANCE set high standards in terms of innovative mobility
solutions implemented in historic cities. The building blocks for having good
results in the project have been the integrated approach in implementing the
SUMPs, appropriate exploitation of leading edge technologies, and the
collaboration between the major stakeholders at local level. CIVITAS
RENAISSANCE offers in the following pages few examples of how historic
cities understand to enhance their character with state of the art mobility
solutions.
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Welcome to

PERUGIA
Italy

Located in central Italy, the city of Perugia has an area of 450km² and has a population of around
160,000 people. The historic town attracts a lot of tourists and traffic from throughout the region,
which compromises the accessibility of the city centre.

The city is well-known for hosting many
international festivals and cultural events. The
city is a classic example of an Italian fortified hilltop city. It is a major educational centre that is
popular with students from abroad. As the capital
city of the Umbria region, with almost a quarter of
the population of the province, Perugia is also a
major administrative, social and medical centre.
All these factors make accessibility of the city
crucial. However, Perugia is struggling to ensure
a high level of mobility. The transport system in
the centre must work around Etruscan, Roman
and medieval walls mixed with peripheral postwar developments. Pressed by increasing traffic
and subsequent pollution in the historic centre,
the city developed its first plans for the partial
closure of the centre to private cars in the early
‘80s. Parking areas outside the city walls and a
number of escalators released the traffic
problem, but as car ownership grew, traffic
problems worsened again.
Perugia’s public transport strategy today focuses
on the implementation of a state-of-the-art
driverless “mini-metro” system (opened 2008)

that links the suburbs with the historic centre.
The system is integrated into the existing
transport system and designed to promote
alternatives to the private car. The
implementation of the mini-metro is
accompanied by traffic calming interventions,
demand management and communication
activities. The city is aiming for good mobility in
the city, while reducing the level of pollution and
preserving the valuable historical heritage.
With CIVITAS RENAISSANCE, Perugia extends
the vision developed in its urban mobility plan
into further areas through the implementation of
an integrated package of urban transport
measures. The city has taken up the latest
developments in urban goods movement, multimodal retrofitting of transport fleets, and
exploitation of the opportunities of information
technology. Perugia has tested integrated
strategies to raise average car occupancy in
chosen areas, to make public transport more
attractive, and has run campaigns to trigger a
change in the city’s mobility culture. All measures
were designed to ensure easy, clean and safe
mobility.
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PERUGIA
Ambitions
Through RENAISSANCE, Perugia wanted to ensure that the city will continue to
thrive economically and socially and develop the best urban transport practice
Europe can offer.
The city’s strategic objectives that were to be realised through the project
included:
?
fulfilling the mobility needs of citizens;
?
reducing levels of environmental and acoustic pollution according to the
national and EU legislation;
?
reducing the energy consumption of transport;
?
increasing transport safety and security;
?
reducing private car use and traffic congestion;
?
increasing transport capacity and accessibility;
?
promoting alternative modes of transport (collective transport, car sharing,
cap pooling, collective taxi, etc);
?
reducing factors causing traffic congestion in urban areas by designing and
planning integrated, innovative solutions for the transport infrastructure
network;
?
encouraging the use of environmental friendly fuels; and
?
promoting intermodality, interchange and interconnections between the
existing transport network and new transport systems.

Challenges encountered
One of the main challenges encountered in the project was that of citizen
acceptance. The field of urban mobility is directly connected with habit and
daily strategies adopted by the citizens to carry on their life in the city.
For this reason new urban mobility policies or measures are often regarded with
suspicion, because they are connected with the need of some changes in
people’s behaviour, or with new costs to incur (fines, congestion charging,
parking fee etc.).
Addressing a new urban mobility measure is a delicate process that could
produce a strong impact in public opinion.
When the project activities planned produce changes in habits and behaviour of
citizens and affect their life, it is important to consider policy impact as a major
issue and include a first phase of consultation/communication concerning the
measures that are going to be developed.
Political commitment and early dissemination and public involvement should be
carefully considered when implementing a roll-out of sustainable mobility
activities.

Spotlight
The Municipality of Perugia, thanks to RENAISSANCE experience, learned the importance of
dissemination of mobility policies to the citizens.
A new communication campaign planned to deploy a targeted information in the field of sustainable
mobility and Municipality policies, has been recently launched. The main theme of the campaign is
“the Flight” and the posters spread around the city represent citizens in flight, poised in the air, with
the payoff “the future of the environment starts from a new mobility”.
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Innovative cities • Before and after CIVITAS

Innovative solutions
Within RENAISSANCE a traffic monitoring platform has been implemented,
providing for the potential access to the real time monitoring of traffic flows,
parking availability, and the tracking of public services fleets (taxis, local police
and municipality vehicles). All data gathered in the centre provides input to
enable real time and short term simulation of the city’s transport system and
informs important planning decisions.
The system designs traffic control strategies in order to identify congested
roads and possible developments through an information platform that collects
data from sensors set out on road network. The system first collects information
and then assesses this data to make traffic forecasts (real-time) and calculate
the congestion and safety risks in different road sections. The drivers are then
guided - through VMS - to more reliable routes.
Other innovative solutions include the testing of the Pipenet urban transport
system which, in theory, allows freight packages to be transported efficiently via
a network of pipes in a low friction environment.

Scaling up
The RENAISSANCE project is one of the main instruments for developing the
city vision for sustainable urban mobility. Perugia is looking to further develop a
number of the measure undertaken in the project, including:
?
the roll-out of the parking action plan to a new area;
?
the introduction of additional web services to the municipality portal; and
?
the further enhancement of interchange nodes in the city.
Recently four new projects involving the Municipality of Perugia have started up
in order to promote sustainable urban mobility, as a natural progression of the
Renaissance measures:
?
Elisa III Programme – CONCERTO: the project approaches tourist flow
management.
?
Elisa III Programme – INFOCITY: the project intends to create infomobility
infrastructure for car drivers and PT users.
?
LIFE +: H2POWER_Hydrogen in fuel gas: the project has the objective of
verifying and demonstrating the use of hydrogen as a fuel from renewable
sources.

????

RENAISSANCE produced a very positive impact on the city:
?
almost 7.000 car trips were avoided thanks to the provision of new web

facilities;
?
there were savings of 38% on fuel costs after the retrofitting of the oldest

cars of the Municipality fleet;
?
a better assessment of road pavement markings has been achieved;
?
and a new web portal (now being tested) for car poolers has been
developed.
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PERUGIA

Future Vision
The most important lessons learned from the CIVITAS experience include the
benefits achieved thanks to:
?
the strong collaboration among the subjects of Perugia mobility: Municipality,
Umbria Mobilità, Minimetrò (mobility stakeholders)
?
the collaboration with University (different stakeholders)
?
the promotion of transport intermodality and the strong integration of the
initiatives implemented within the project. The integrated structure of the
project has allowed the Municipality to implement different schemes in
different contexts while still achieving more effective results than those
related to single actions.
Thanks to its wide approach to urban transport improvement (Easy, Safe Clean)
and its ability to interact with stakeholders at local and national level,
RENAISSANCE has become a fixed point in the city life and continues to play a
strategic role, attracting increased interest in more specific urban mobility
issues. The messages and efforts created in RENAISSANCE will help shape
transport policy in the city for many years to come.

Facts&Figures
?
RENAISSANCE in Perugia:
?
15 local integrated projects
?
33 retrofitted municipality vehicles
?
35 citizens awarded with retrofit
equipment for their private cars
?
20 buses retrofitted using cleaner dual
fuel technology
?
Multi-modal interchange enhancement
at Mini-Metro stations
?
Limited Traffic Zone - full ITS control
?
Parking Action Areas implemented
?
3 web services to reduce travel
?
Creation of task force of mobility
providers for awareness-raising
?
Creation of the ESC branding for city
mobility
?
Travel plan for 850 municipality
employees
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?
Feasibility study for car sharing
?
7 variable message signs and 13 sensors for
traffic risk prediction and information
?
Programme to measure road markings quality
at 27 sites
?
24 safer bus stop designs and 20 variable
message panels at stops
?
Prototype gate to detect car occupancy for
pooling scheme
?
Feasibility study for a Pipenet system for urban
goods transportation
?
40 buses equipped with automatic vehicle
location devices
?
10 Municipality vehicles provided with
automatic vehicle monitoring
?
13 intersections providing bus priority at
junctions

Welcome to

BATH
United Kingdom

Located in the south west of England, the city of Bath has an area of 29 km² and approximately
80,000 inhabitants. A UNESCO world heritage site since 1987, it is famous for some of Europe’s
finest Roman remains and 18th century architecture. The city is a major tourist attraction located in
the valley of the River Avon. It was founded by the Romans around AD 63 around the only naturally
occurring hot springs in the United Kingdom.

During the Georgian era of the 18th century, the
city became a popular spa resort, which led to a
major expansion and left a rich heritage of
exemplary Georgian architecture crafted from
Bath stone. Today, tourists are also attracted by a
variety of theatres, museums and other cultural
and sporting venues. Over one million overnight
visitors and 3.8 million day visitors come to the
city each year. Bath has two universities and
several schools and colleges. The city is the
principal centre of the Bath and North East
Somerset authority that boasts a population of
170,000. A large service sector, growing
information and communication technologies and
creative industries provide employment for the
population of Bath and the surrounding area.
The city of Bath is concerned about its traffic
problems and the resulting impacts on the
environment, air quality and poor accessibility to
employment and leisure opportunities. In 2005,
the city developed a “Vision for Bath” that
identified transport as one of the principal issues
to be addressed because the road system and
parking spaces are at full capacity.

Tackling the problem of all-day parking and
cutting-through traffic have been identified as
particular challenges in the city's transport plan.
The World Heritage Site Management Plan 20032009 set out actions to improve the pedestrian
and cycling environment, reduce the impact of
heavy goods vehicles and improve public
transport options. Additionally, the Bath Package
of transport initiatives seeks to address
congestion, dependency on the private car and
aims to create a reliable public transport
structure. These transport improvements are
needed to encourage regeneration in the city and
create economic benefits through the attraction
of yet more business and tourism.
Through the CIVITAS Plus RENAISSANCE
project, Bath has introduced a number of
innovative transport solutions to address the
infrastructure and behavioural issues faced by
the city. Altogether, the solutions of the
RENAISSANCE project aim to improve air quality
in Bath and make the city a better place to live
and visit.
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BATH
Ambitions
Through its participation in the CIVITAS Plus RENAISSANCE project, the city of
Bath sought to work with other historic European cities with similar problems
take a leading role in demonstrating how European cities can preserve their
historic heritage to the benefit of local people and business through clean urban
transport solutions.
The city had a strong desire to develop new approaches to transport delivery in
the UK context and to demonstrate their commitment to the implementation of
innovative mobility solutions. They wanted to tackle some of the difficult
transport issues identified in the city’s local transport plan, such as congestion,
parking and through-traffic, by delivering demonstration projects to trial new
sustainable mobility concepts.
Bath is designated as a World Heritage Site and its built environment is of
international importance. The deterioration of the urban fabric arising from
traffic problems coupled with concerns about air quality, poor accessibility to
employment and leisure opportunities and the need to strengthen the economy
and ensure social inclusion have been a core driver for RENAISSANCE.
Finally, the city wanted to raise the international profile of Bath across Europe
and to enhance the external image of the city.

Challenges encountered
During its involvement in the RENAISSANCE project, the city of Bath has
encountered a number of challenges. These have included detailed technical
challenges with the schemes themselves, as well procurement issues and the
need to gain public support.
For example, a significant barrier to the implementation of freight consolidation
operation in Bath was the identification of a subcontractor with the necessary
expertise to run the scheme.
To help with the challenge of gaining public support for the project measures it
was found to be important to engage with stakeholders in Bath from an early
stage. An innovative approach was taken to engage with a broad range of
stakeholders. Two external stakeholder groups representing the wider interests
of different organisations in Bath were established and these groups were
consulted during the design phase of the project. The ‘Stakeholder Design
Group’ was established comprising 19 representatives drawn from a wide range
of heritage, cultural, landowner and business organisations. The ‘Public Realm
and Movement Design Panel’, comprising five international design advisers
from the fields of urban design, transport and movement, architecture and
lighting provided a regular forum for designs to be tested, informed and
developed.

Spotlight
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Steve Miles, Distribution Manager for Lush Cosmetics
At Lush we produce a range of cosmetics, perfumes and other products which we sell through our own shops. Our products
are made by hand using little or no preservatives, and ingredients which have not been tested on animals.
Caring about the environment is one of our top priorities. This extends to the way our products are transported and delivered to
stores, so when a Freight Consolidation Centre was introduced in the City of Bath as part CIVITAS Renaissance we were
among the very first to sign up.
Lush stores in the neighbouring city of Bristol were already using the Freight Consolidation Centre set up there as part of the
CIVITAS Vivaldi project. The Renaissance project in Bath saw the creation a Consolidation Centre serving both Bath and
Bristol, the only one in the UK to serve two cities.
The service, which is provided by DHL Supply Chain, sees goods bound for the participating retailers being delivered to a
warehouse outside of the city. These goods are then consolidated and delivered to stores using an electric delivery vehicle.
The service is exactly what we need. We can choose what time our deliveries arrive and by consolidating multiple deliveries
onto a single electric vehicle we are helping to reduce vehicle movements and pollution in the city centre.
The end of the Renaissance in Bath does not mean the end of the Freight Consolidation Centre. It’s great news that the
consolidation service will continue.

Innovative cities • Before and after CIVITAS

Innovative solutions
The Bath site has implemented a range of very innovative transport solutions as
part of the RENAISSANCE project to address the key traffic and environmental
problems facing the city.
One of Europe’s most advanced diesel-electric hybrid buses was trialled in the
city, giving unique insights into future potential development of this technology.
New LED street lighting was trialled at the St James Rampire demonstration
area, giving the potential to reduce energy usage and cost in comparison with
conventional street lighting arrangements.
In combination with the nearby city of Bristol, Bath has worked with
subcontractor DHL to develop the first freight consolidation centre in the UK
serving two neighbouring cities.
In addition, two feasibility studies were carried out into highly innovative
solutions to investigate the possibility of using the GALILEO satellite system for
a real-time public transport information system and to examine how the ULTra
Personal Rapid Transit system could fit into a heritage city.

Scaling up
A key aim of trialling small innovative solutions is to test their viability for
expansion across a city and even to other locations. Bath has had many
successes with upscaling of this kind, for example, since the end of the
successful trial of the hybrid bus all the Bath park & ride services were
converted from diesel vehicles to new hybrid buses.
New street lighting columns utilising LEDs were tested as part of the urban
realm improvements in the St James’ Rampire area of the city centre. Following
the success of this trial Bath & North East Somerset Council have decided to
replace all street lighting on main roads in the Council’s area with LED lighting
over the next two years. In addition lessons learned from the St James
Rampire demonstration project in relation to pedestrian safety and road surface
materials are being used as best practise for future street schemes in Bath.

Interview
?
???

Mike Whitaker, Driver for First Bus
My role in CIVITAS was as a driver for First Bus, operating a hybrid bus that was trialled on Park
and Ride routes in the City of Bath.
The bus was an experimental Wrightbus HEV hybrid vehicle which was able to operate through
Bath’s historic city centre on electric power only. This capability made the vehicle unique, even
among other hybrid buses, so driving it was an exciting prospect.
I didn’t know what to expect and found the bus to be quieter and smoother than anything I had
ever driven before; it is really easy to drive and operating it was a hugely enjoyable experience.
Passengers noticed straight away that the bus was different and wanted to find out more about
it, so I spent a lot of time answering questions. People were very interested in the green aspect of
the vehicle and I received lots of positive comments about it.
Over the course of Renaissance I met people from across Europe who had come to Bath to see
the CIVITAS measures. I really enjoyed the chance to talk to them about the hybrid bus trial, show
them the vehicle and of course take them for a trip so they could experience it for themselves.
Modern, high quality vehicles play an important part in encouraging people to use public
transport, whether they be new users or people who haven’t used buses for a long time.
A new contract for the Bath Park and Ride service came into effect in Autumn 2012 and specifies
that all buses are now hybrid vehicles. It looks like hybrid technology is here to stay, and First
now runs over 130 hybrid buses in the UK, with 40 more due before the end of the financial year.
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BATH
Future Vision
A particularly important point in time for Bath was the start of the demonstration
operations in the city. Having the quick-win of the City Car Club scheme up and
running on the ground in 2009 made a significant impact on the overall visibility
and public profile of the RENAISSANCE project in the city.
The city has also learned some of the benefits of greater integration between
complementary schemes. The coordination of the way-finding information
panels and the public transport information displays in the St James’ Rampire
area of the city centre have led to higher levels of overall improvement in the
communication of information to the public. In addition, the measures on
Freight Consolidation and Demand Management were complimentary, and
supported the Council’s aim of reducing the number of freight vehicle
movements in the city.
From a management perspective, the partners have learned that greater
integration and internal coordination amongst themselves at the very early
stages of such a large project would have been highly valuable. In terms of
decision-making, the timing of a scheme is most successful when decisions
such as target-setting are made in a logical, sequential point in time rather than
by a fixed date which is determined externally.

Facts&Figures
RENAISSANCE in Bath:
?
7 demonstration projects
?
2 feasibility studies
?
A freight consolidation depot
?
2 Electric delivery trucks
?
New public space for
pedestrians at St James
Rampire
?
1 Hybrid bus
?
6 Hybrid cars
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?
6 Car club parking bays
?
4 Prototype bus shelters
?
8 Prototype pedestrian
orientation points
?
3 Prototype bus stop signs
?
2 ANPR cameras
?
1 Vehicle actuated sign
?
3 LED lighting columns
?
4 cycle stations
?
30 cycles

Welcome to

SZCZECINEK
Poland

The historical town of Szczecinek (almost 40,000 inhabitants and area of 48,63 km2) is located in
northern Poland. One of city's main challenges is development of tourism. To sustain this trend and
protect the historic city centre development and promotion of public transport and cycling is defined
as a priority.

Szczecinek is a sub-regional centre in Middle
Pomerania. Its stunning location between two
lakes with a beautiful park spanning the shore of
one of them draws many tourists. Cycling is
especially popular among tourists.
Growing tourism sector is already playing a part
in the city's development. Hence so many
investments in sports and recreation has
occurred across the city.
Szczecinek joined the CIVITAS RENAISSANCE
project to collaborate with other historic
European cities faced with the challenge to
ensure sustainable development without harming
the environment and making the best use of new
energy sources. A set of 10 integrated measures
was implemented to improve the public
transport service through the integration of public
transport modes, the introduction of alternative
transport modes and cleaner buses, as well as
better communication with customers. General
aim was to increase the use of public transport
and cycling to protect the historical town center.
An important part of the city's urban transport

strategy is the revival of a mode of transport that
has been used by residents and tourists in the
19th century already: water transport. A more
flexible and attractive service of water trams and
water taxis as part of an integrated public
transport system attracts more passengers to
public transport and averts an increase in
individual car trips. Missing links in the bike path
network were closed to create the conditions for
the development of cycling in the city. Bike and
rickshaw rental points were combined with other
modes of public transport..
An important part of the city's urban transport
strategy is the revival of a mode of transport that
has been used by residents and tourists in the
19th century already: water transport. A more
flexible and attractive service of water trams and
water taxis as part of an integrated public
transport system attracts more passengers to
public transport and averts an increase in
individual car trips. Missing links in the bike path
network were closed to create the conditions for
the development of cycling in the city. Bike and
rickshaw rental points were combined with other
modes of public transport..
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SZCZECINEK
Ambitions
Szczecinek joined the CIVITAS Plus RENAISSANCE project to collaborate with
other historic European cities facing similar challenges of ensuring sustainable
development and making the best use of new energy sources without harming
the natural or built environments.
The city had a strong desire to improve the attractiveness of the urban area and
to use additional funding from the European Commission to expand the
Szczecinek's transport infrastructure networks.
Szczecinek is also a very people-focused city and it was important that the
city's participation in the RENAISSANCE project improved the mobility options
for its inhabitants and positively changed their travel behaviours. The
opportunity for an enhanced quality of life for the city residents is a very
important factor for the city mayor.

Challenges encountered
During its involvement in the CIVITAS Plus RENAISSANCE project, the city of
Szczecinek has encountered a number of challenges in the implementation of
new transport solutions. These have included detailed technical challenges with
the schemes themselves, as well as over-arching project management issues.
Some of the RENAISSANCE partners encountered procurement challenges
during the planning and preparation phases of the project. Problems with
procurement procedures are very frequent in Poland. It happened also in
RENAISSANCE but fortunately they were of minor importance. As an example,
the tendering result of the eco wash construction was protested by one of the
potential contractor. After the in-depth evaluation of the tendering process, the
protest was rejected and the eco wash was successfully implemented on time.
At a strategic-level, there was an overall difficulty with raising the general
public's awareness of environmental and quality of life issues and in gaining
their acceptance and buy-in to the need for sustainable transport solutions in
the city of Szczecinek.
From a management perspective, it was difficult to balance the financial
liquidity of all the transport schemes over the full four-years during a period of
such substantial government funding cuts and fiscal austerity. Ensuring the
delivery of all the solutions on time and within their planned budgets was
challenging in this respect.

Spotlight
New places, new ways of transport
Mouse Isle (acting as a main port of the Szczecinek waterborne public transport) is now key tourist
and citizen destination as a result of multi-modal transport solutions like bicycle rental scheme and
rickshaws combined with water trams and water taxis.
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Thanks to the expansion of the bicycle paths infrastructure implemented within RENAISSANCE and
with intensive support of campaigns promoting cycling and public transport, more and more tourists
and citizens are choosing this mode of transport, instead of individual car trips, to reach the
picturesque woods located nearby the Mouse Isle.

Innovative cities • Before and after CIVITAS

Innovative solutions
Szczecinek has implemented a range of innovative transport solutions as part of
the CIVITAS Plus RENAISSANCE project to address the transport problems
facing the city.
The city has developed a new fleet of clean minibuses which use LPG fuel
technology demonstrating a new, innovative direction for local buses in
Szczecinek. In conjunction with these minibuses, the local bus depot has
developed new vehicle-lifting mechanisms for vehicle maintenance and an
innovative low-water-use bus washing facility to improve the quality and
environmental credentials of public transport provision.

Scaling up
A key aim of trailing small innovative solutions is to test their viability for
expansion across a city and even to other locations elsewhere. In Szczecinek,
the rickshaw and cycle hire schemes were the first initiatives which were
delivered on the ground as part of the RENAISSANCE project. They have been
so successful that they have already been up-scaled to other locations in the
city where additional bike rental points have been installed.
The traffic speed detection and monitoring technology used in the road safety
schemes have been developed as part of a larger scale traffic surveillance
strategy which included pre-existing cameras and other new cameras planned
for the future.
Since 2006, the strong actions are being taken by the Municipality of
Szczecinek to enhance the pedestrian safety by illuminating the pedestrian
crossings. Within the RENAISSANCE lifetime additional 3 crossings were
illuminated.

Interview
?
???

Jerzy Hardie-Douglas - Interview
Measure of success: citizen’s acceptance
In 2007, while Szczecinek’s participation in CIVITAS+ project was being
considered, it was clear to me what a great opportunity it would be for our
city. RENAISSANCE provided us opportunities for financial support towards
solving issues with the city’s transport; to benefit from the experiences of
other European cities participating in CIVITAS I and CIVITAS II; and – last but
not least – an opportunity for our stakeholders to learn from project partners.
Our measures were focused on four areas: public transport, water transport,
cycling, and road safety. To promote cycling and public transport we planned
campaigns focused on children and youths. As far as we are concerned, all
of our measures were successful. There was a high level of acceptance of the
project from citizens and a particular highlight for me were cycle events that
we held. They were such a great experience – to be among hundreds of
young (and some older) bikers was unforgettable.
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SZCZECINEK
Future Vision
During the CIVITAS Plus RENAISSANCE project, the partners from the city of
Szczecinek have learned a great deal, in terms of both project management and
technical details of the individual schemes. The experience and knowledge
gained through their participation in the project will place them in a strong
position for continuing the work started by RENAISSANCE.
By implementing multi-modal transport solutions like bicycle rental scheme and
rickshaws combined with water trams and water taxis, the Mouse Isle acting as
a main port of the Szczecinek waterborne public transport has became the
Szczecinek key tourists and citizens destination, especially during the summer
period.
Thanks to the expansion of the bicycle paths infrastructure implemented within
RENAISSANCE and with intensive support of campaigns promoting cycling and
public transport, more and more tourists and citizens are choosing this mode of
transport, instead of individual car trips, to reach the picturesque woods
located nearby the Mouse Isle.
The RENAISSANCE project participated in setting another attractive point on
the map of Szczecinek by making the water transport more attractive, flexible,
comfortable and what is the most important: more sustainable transport
solution of everyday use for both, citizens and tourists.

Facts&Figures
RENAISSANCE in Szczecinek:
?
10 local projects
?
10 km of new bicycle paths
?
3 constatnt piers on the lake
?
Renovated water tram
?
Hangar for water trams
?
2 water taxies
?
4 illuminated pedestrian

crossings
?
6 current passenger information

displays on bus stops
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?
10 modernized bus shelters
?
3 LPG minibuses
?
Ecological car wash
?
New monitoring system of 10

intersections
?
10.000 people partcipating in

campaigns promoting cycling
and PT
?
5 renting points with 50 bicycles
?
10 rickshaws

Welcome to

SKOPJE
Macedonia

Skopje, the capital city of Macedonia, is spread over a wide area of 1,854 km². It is home to over
500,000 inhabitants, accounting for around a quarter of the country’s total population. Located in
northern Macedonia on the Vardar River the city rests approximately half way along the major northsouth Balkan route between Belgrade and Athens.

The city of Skopje has a long history dating back
more than 2,000 years, during which many
different paths have met at this cultural and
physical crossroads. This favourable position at a
key junction for routes across Europe has greatly
assisted in the city’s role and development.
The city contains many important heritage sites
from the Roman, Byzantine and Ottoman
periods. In 1963, a disastrous earthquake hit the
city destroying nearly 80% of Skopje’s buildings
and infrastructure. Following this devastation, the
city was rapidly rebuilt in the layout and
architectural style of the time, including the
elevated Central Railway Station.
Today, Skopje is a modern city combining
contemporary architecture with a well-preserved
and restored old town. It is the country's political,
cultural, economic, and academic centre with a
range of industries including metal-processing,
chemical, timber, textile, leather and printing. The
industrial development of the city has been
accompanied by the expansion of the trade,
logistics, and banking sectors, as well as an

emphasis in the fields of culture and sport. In
terms of local employment, 20% of the
population are employed in agriculture, 30% in
industry and 50% within the service sector.
The city of Skopje has a low population density
with the urban development spread over a large
area. Many people travel through the city centre
when going to work (22 %) and returning home
(47%). The primary modes of transport within the
city are public transport (mode share of 34%),
walking (34%) and private vehicles (28%).
However, trends showed increasing levels of car
ownership, with more local residents switching to
less sustainable modes. At the start of
Renaissance, the public transport system in
Skopje was outdated with an ageing bus fleet,
low reliability and poor passenger information.
Consequently, public transport demand was
falling with a decline in annual passenger
journeys from 150 million in 1989 to just 45
million in 2006. The city of Skopje was eager to
counteract these worsening trends as it faced
rising traffic levels causing congestion and
environmental problems such as poor air quality.
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SKOPJE
Ambitions
As a “learning city” within the RENAISSANCE project, Macedonia’s capital city
joined the CIVITAS Initiative to benefit from the know-how and expertise of
other European cities. The city wanted to create local sustainable urban
transport policies by drawing on the best-practice experience of other cities.
Skopje also wanted to grasp the opportunity to pilot innovative transport
measures similar to those which it had seen successfully implemented
elsewhere.
Through its participation in the CIVITAS Plus RENAISSANCE project, the city
had a desire to be more involved in sustainable urban transport movement
across Europe and wanted to participate in a collaborative project in order to
exchange knowledge and experiences with its partner cities.
Finally, the city of Skopje sought to tackle its traffic congestion problems and
improve the quality of life for its citizens by developing a sustainable urban
transport system with a particular focus on high-quality public transport and
less energy consumption modes.

Challenges encountered
During its involvement in the CIVITAS Plus RENAISSANCE project, the city of
Skopje encountered a number of challenges in the implementation of new
transport solutions. These have included detailed technical challenges with the
schemes themselves, as well as some high-level management issues.
The city of Skopje encountered some difficulties with implementing new
technologies for example when needing to obtain all the relevant approvals
from multiple responsible authorities when retrofitting their diesel buses. In
attempting to procure screens for their real-time bus information displays, the
city discovered a small local market in this specialist field with very few
potential active suppliers with the required technical expertise in manufacturing
display screens.
From a management perspective, the city of Skopje also faced challenges
maintaining political support for sustainable transport implementation during
the 4-year lifetime of the project.
Furthermore, the RENAISSANCE partners from Skopje also encountered
difficulties with developing the necessary technical capacity and
complementary skills in areas such as procurement and public engagement
within the project team.
Finally, the team found some initial problems with placing the city of Skopje in a
good position internationally. However, due to the sustained hard work of the
staff from the different project partners the city does now have a stronger
presence at a European level.

Spotlight
This is the first Sustainable Urban Transport Plan (SUTP) in Macedonia and so is leading the way for other cities in Macedonia
and its neighbouring countries.
The plan incorporate innovative transport management strategies and solutions to: Reduce congestion; Reduce the
dependence on private cars; Favor environmentally sustainable modes and vehicles; Improve the public’s awareness of
collective transport.
The Sustainable Urban Transport Plan of the City is a major step forward for the city to implement a coherent transport
strategy. The SUTP is now the backbone of the major mobility projects in the city. Because of its integrated vision, City of
Skopje has received financial support to develop many of the ambitious recommendations of the SUTP.
The City of Skopje has already contacts with other cities in Macedonia and in SEE Region to transfer the knowledge in
development of a SUMP. Many other cities in the region have been interested in the new Mobility Plan and workshops and
seminars have been organised to present the SUMP challenges and successes.
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Innovative solutions
Skopje has implemented a range of innovative transport solutions in order to
develop a sustainable urban transport system and more specifically to improve
the public transport services within the city.
The city’s approach to public transport provision has shifted, now focusing on
clean and attractive bus services which positively promote the city. Skopje has
developed a new real-time passenger information system which has improved
the quality of service for passengers waiting for local buses. Some of the bus
fleet has been converted from diesel fuel to compressed natural gas (CNG) in
order to reduce the resulting air pollution. The new Traffic Management and
Control Centre allows real-time monitoring of traffic at key intersections, queue
management and reduction of unnecessary congestion.
In addition, the city of Skopje has learned new methodologies for measuring the
results and evaluating the impacts of major financial investments such as new
transport infrastructure.

Scaling up
The city of Skopje sees its involvement in the RENAISSANCE project as
providing a strong basis for the upscaling of sustainable transport measures in
the future.
There has been significant upscaling of the Traffic Management Control Centre
measure. As a result of securing an EBRD loan, the measure increased the
number of crossings covered by the centre from 28 to 124.
Through PPP the proposed number of bus stop real-time information has been
increased from 10 on-street displays and GPS in 40 buses, to 80 displays and
GPS in 400 buses.
Further to Skopje’s implementation of their SUMP, Macedonia’s second largest
city has expressed interest in developing a SUMP.
With the purchase of new clean buses, the diesel bus retrofitting technology is
no longer appropriate for Skopje, however this technology may be of benefit to
smaller regional towns in Macedonia.

????

Blue CIVITAS branded bus, to raise citizen awareness of CIVITAS and sustainable urban
mobility. The Mayor's office has already received many questions about the project's
progress and the benefits for the city. This comes as a result of the citizens of Skopje
seeing the bus travelling through the city's streets. The bus has also attracted the
media's attention and has featured in several newspapers when the city's work in the
mobility field is covered. The Regional Conference “Clean urban transport solutions for
accession, pre-accession countries and the Western Balkans” was organized in
September 2011 in Skopje. It was place where more than 200 participants discussed on
sustainable mobility and future EU movements towards the clean and law energy
consumption transport modes. The lesson learned from CIVITAS are: a) Involve
politicians and build their “ownership” of the project .The initial “ignorance” of the
project was changed after active involvement the politicians and councillors in project
activities. PAC representatives give important support in measure prioritization.
b) Open minded environment. During the project an open-minded environment was
created, that inspires creative thinking, innovation, and thought-provoking dialogue
amongst the project participants. It have changed the way of thinking about
environmental issues, and help understanding that making local changes does make a
collective difference and belongings of sustainable and innovative society.
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SKOPJE

Future Vision
RENAISSANCE has brought about a real renaissance for transport in Skopje,
including the refocusing and recognition of the importance of transport for
the city. Some of the key lessons learned include the following:
?
Involve politicians and build their “ownership” of the project -The initial
“ignorance” of the project was changed after active involvement the
politicians and councillors in project activities. PAC representatives give
important support in measure prioritization
?
Create an open minded environment- During the project an open-minded
environment was created, that inspires creative thinking, innovation, and
thought-provoking dialogue amongst the project participants. It has changed
the way of thinking about environmental issues, and has helped the
understanding that making local changes does make a collective difference
to society.
?
Ensure successful integration of human resources from the municipality,
universities, public and private companies
?
Do exchange knowledge and experience with others
?
Don’t allow political representatives to change the agreed objectives of
measures. Officers need to be strong and clearly explain the benefits of the
proposed scheme.
?
Don’t underestimate how long it takes and how difficult it can be to plan
measures.

Facts&Figures
RENAISSANCE in Skopje:
?
Adopted Skopje City Sustainable urban transport

plan
?
Workshop about New urban transport system in

Skopje with more than 150 participants
?
1 regional Conference “Clean urban transport

solutions for accession, pre-accession countries
and the Western Balkans” with more than 200
participants
?
2 internet base questionnaires for Public
transport quality services
?
12 retrofitted buses from diesel to CNG
?
1 hall equipped with non sparkling tools for
maintenance
?
Information displays at 10 bus stops
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?
GPS devices at 30 buses
?
Eqiping 10 more buses with GPS devices, which

operae at this two bus lines (bus number 2 and
5)
?
Signing the contract for upgrading the number of
information displays (80 more information
displays at the bus stops)
?
Signing the contract for equiping the whole fleet
of buses with GPS devices
?
30 Road side units
?
30 controllers
?
1 server and 30 on site licenses for UTOPIA
?
Optical cable

Welcome to

GORNA
ORYAHOVITSA
Bulgaria

The municipality of Gorna Oryahovitsa is situated in the strategic central part of northern Bulgaria. It
consists of two towns and 12 villages on an area of 318 km². There are 54,283 people of whom
36,901 live in the administrative centre, the town of Gorna Oryahovitsa.
The existing transport system cannot cope with
the steep increase in car and truck traffic through
the city centre. The increase of car transport is
due mainly to the increased disposable income of
the city’s residents and has resulted in the rise in
fuel consumption and the increased production
of harmful emissions.
The town can be characterized as a transport
centre - it is the third biggest railway junction in
the country and the fifth international airport in
Bulgaria. The large number of big industries and
industrial sites developing within the city and
surrounding area results in increased car and
truck traffic flows. Currently Gorna Oryahovitsa
has 386.7 km of road network and 1,245 parking
places. During recent years the motorisation rate
in Gorna Oryahovitsa area has more than tripled,
reaching a level of 49.6 vehicles per 100
inhabitants, this exceeds the country’s average.
Citizens of Gorna Oryahovitsa aged over 14,
make an average of 5.8 trips per day, which is
relatively high for a city of its size. Over half of the
trips in the city are connected with work (57%),
followed by the shopping trips (27%). The
average length of trip is 1.8 km, with the
predominant portion of all trips (63%) measuring
up to 2.5km, which is within the accepted normal

distance for movement with non-motorized
transport.
Presently, both local and transit freight traffic
passes through the downtown and residential
areas causing incident traffic problems, air and
noise pollution. Traffic jams occur and high air
pollution is measured during rush hours.
The parking infrastructure included several sites,
in which most of the parking was rather
chaotically organized.
The pedestrian zones are practically limited, there
are no bicycle lanes.
Previously limited and partial changes in traffic
organisation were occasionally implemented to
solving specific problems, missing an integrated
approach and thus failing to positively influence
the overall traffic situation.
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GORNA ORYAHOVITSA
Ambitions
The city of Gorna Oryahovitsa had a number of ambitions when setting out on
the RENAISSANCE project. Some of these are included below:
?
Improve the traffic situation and traffic safety, reducing the number of trafficrelated accidents;
?
Restrict heavy traffic and reduce car/bus traffic in the downtown area
(average daily and peak traffic per vehicle categories);
?
Minimise traffic externalities (air and noise pollution, accidents);
?
Improve the living conditions of the citizens of Gorna Oryahovitsa;
?
Optimization of parking policy and initiation of a paid parking system;
?
Improvement of conditions for active transport modes in the city centre;
?
Formation of sustainable transport behaviour by the public;
?
Development of a sustainable urban environment;
?
Promotion of the use of public transport and the optimization public
transport services;
?
Promoting the use of alternative fuel and vehicles;
?
The establishment of pedestrian zones;
?
Establishment of favourable and safe conditions for cycling;
?
Implementation of permanent media campaigns for the improvement of the
culture of behaviour of all participants in the transport process and especially
of the drivers;
?
Turning Gorna Oryahovitsa into a good place for economic investment.

Challenges encountered
It was a challenge to achieve the full involvement of key measure partners;
however the high percentage of citizens who gave their support of the proposed
changes to the existing traffic organisation during the Household survey proved
to be a big motivator towards their participation.
Despite high levels of citizen support and the mayor’s personal involvement it
was not possible to make some city councillors accept the solutions for the
city’s traffic organisation problems. They did not see any personal profit in these
solutions and voted against them ignoring local residents’ will for changes.
It is very important when measures are planned that the qualifications and
experience of those involved in the project team are correctly estimated. There
must be a clear idea of all technical tasks which require expert skills, combined
with the knowledge on where to find such people.
The existing infrastructure proved challenging, from the absence of bicycle
lanes, minimal pedestrian and green zones, and the aging public transport fleet,
all of which were exacerbated by the troubled connectivity between some
zones of the city and a high percentage of the population declaring full rejection
to use the public transport.

Spotlight
Director of one of the schools in the city - Secondary school “Ivan Vazov”, who appreciates deeply
and supports the initiative: “Safety for our children. “All of my students eagerly wait for the annual
dissemination events, part of CIVITAS programe, they are willing to know more and more about it”.
The children's interest is accompanied by the high appreciation of their parents, towards the project.
“We are happy to be part of CIVITAS FAMILY”.
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Innovative solutions
One of the major innovation solutions developed in Gorna Oryahovitsa was the
creation of a traffic planning model for the city. Few towns in the country
possess this. It was used for testing most of the proposed changes in city traffic
organisation scheme.
Gorna Oryahovotsa is the first Bulgarian city with a Sustainable Urban Transport
Plan (SUTP), this was created to answer the need for integrated actions and
measures. The transport and mobility problems in the city require multi-aspect
decisions, based on long-term strategy.
The integrated approach of the SUTP in Gorna Oryahovitsa, attacking the main
identified in the city problems, may contribute to stop their worsening in the
long term. The mission of the SUTP is to contribute to the increase of life quality
of the population and the economic development on the grounds of integrated
urban and transport planning, providing for easy, secure and safe movement in
a clean and healthy environment.

Scaling up
As an upscaling activity the Municipality is considering reconstructing two
intersections as well as developing more pedestrian zones in different parts of
the city. Introduction of a paid parking system is also an option for the future.
The high level of awareness and acceptance of the alternative fuels and clean
vehicles achieved among Gorna Oryahovitsa’s citizens show that the public are
willing to change their travel behavior and therefore it may be possible to further
introduce alternative fuels and clean vehicles in the transport development of
the city.
What is more, the SUTP developed in the project can be used as a reference
document for other spheres of sustainable development in the city.

Interview
?
???

Hristo Hristov
New head of the Police Department in Gorna Oryahovitsa,
What is your opinion concerning the results after the reconstruction of the two
intersections as roundabouts and the implementation of all the soft measures in
the transport organization in the city?
I recognize the positive effect that the new changes in the transport
organization have-less number of accidents, less car jams and more pedestrian
oriented policies.
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GORNA ORYAHOVITSA
Future Vision
After the four years of CIVITAS, its influence can be clearly seen in the city. The
lessons learned through the development of the project measure will act as
guidance for the city in years to come.
The city of Gorna Oryahovitsa intends to continue the creation of suitable
conditions for sustainable development of the transport in city. There is a strong
case for to implementing a transition strategy towards clean vehicle fleets. The
high level of public awareness and acceptance already achieved in the city
support this potential avenue of development.
After the implementation of the Action plan the Municipality will continue with
the implementation of the SUTP, what is more it can act as an example for the
other Municipalities in the country with similar transport problems.
After the positive feedback received from the reconstruction of the two
intersections into roundabouts, the Municipality will continue to reconstruct or
reorganize remaining problem intersections in the city aiming to achieve safer
and more efficient transport in the city.
A very important lesson learned concerns the involvement of citizens and the
stakeholders. Their positive role and support is a key driver for the
implementation of any change in the transport system of Gorna Oryahovitsa.

Facts&Figures
RENAISSANCE in Gorna
Oryahovitsa
?
2 reconstructed intersections
into roundabouts;
?
4 reorganized parking lots;
?
2 intersections with adapted
traffic light cycles;
?
3 info points in the city;
?
Flashing road signs and speed
humps in front of 4 school in the
city;
?
5 new buses in the bus fleet of
the PUT operator;
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?
4 CIVITAS Events;
?
More than 60% km restricted
for the heavy traffic in the
downtown area;
?
Between 55% and 81% level of
acceptance of the implemented
elements of the new traffic
management scheme.
?
10% reduction of the NO
?
20% reduction of the road
accidents in downtown area;
?
30% reduction of the road
traffic.

Conclusions/
Recommendations
Whilst being a collaborative entity under the umbrella of the CIVITAS RENAISSANCE project, the five cities
of Perugia, Bath, Szczecinek, Skopje and Gorna Oryahovitsa are each important in their own right as vital
traffic hubs within their historic city centres with the associated problems to be solved. It is our key
successes in each city that will be our legacy to the world of sustainable mobility. Yet, what are the
foundations of that legacy?

Technology
Demonstrations in hybrid engine technology and
cleaner fuels have been successful using new and
retrofitted vehicles. Integrate ITS technologies have
also shown their considerable benefits. Feasibility
studies have demonstrated positive cases for
technologies such as personal rapid transit systems
for people, pipe-net systems for urban goods
transport and Galileo satellite system applications.
Hybrid fuel retrofit technology must be promoted to
cities operating with older vehicle fleets. Integrated
'ITS' platforms for mobility management in historic
cities should be actively promoted, including internet
applications for trip avoidance. Given further
investment, new modes such as Mini-Metro,
Personal Rapid Transit and Pipe-net systems can
revolutionise urban mobility.

Infrastructure
The project has demonstrated positive results for low
cost engineering measures to better integrate
modes, such as the new Mini-Metro stations in
Perugia and the water transport system in
Szczecinek. Low cost physical measures have
demonstrated a positive cost benefit ratio in Perugia
and increased the number of people using public
transport. Low cost, safer and sensitive street
design, along with way-finding systems, has had
significant benefits for citizens and tourists in the
historic centres of Bath, Perugia and Gorna
Orjahovitsa. They calm congested areas, avoiding

unnecessary heavy goods vehicles and provide for
cycle hire, car sharing and pedestrian and social
spaces.

Innovation
The project has demonstrated the application of
cutting edge technology for using new and retrofitted
vehicle fleets in historic centres. It has also shown
innovation in combining the building blocks of ITS
technology and the internet, physical engineering,
pricing strategies and awareness-raising techniques
to successfully develop novel mobility solutions. In
the field of freight, innovative technology has been
tested through the PIPENET system and through the
establishment of the first freight consolidation centre
in the UK serving two neighbouring cities. The
innovations combine the 'sticks' of traffic restrictions,
enforcement and parking management and pricing,
to the 'carrots' - better priority for public transport,
real time management and travel information,
alternative options such as car sharing and pooling
and cycle hire and new passenger transport modes
such as Mini-Metro and Personal Rapid Transit. The
successful innovations are changing the mind-sets of
citizens in the RENAISSANCE cities, toward
sustainable mobility. The use of innovative branding
and has been particularly effective in targeting
particular marginalised groups. Innovation in traffic
risk assessment, road marking safety techniques,
safer design and ITS surveillance technology have
succeeded in improving the citizen confidence.
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Policy

Finance

Innovative policy has been the foundation of
successful measure implementation in
RENAISSANCE. The development of 3 Sustainable
Urban Mobility Plans by Gorna Oryahovitsa, Skopje
and Szczecinek - the first transport plans produced
in their countries. The use of innovative ITS
technologies and new modes of mobility have
created new policy opportunities, for example in
demand management strategies. RENAISSANCE has
encouraged co-operation between previously
separate local authority departments (such as
tourism and transport) and the private sector seeking out common goals and collaborating on
solutions.

CIVITAS financing has been a strong incentive for the
cities to invest 'that step further'. A majority of the
measures are being up-scaled within their cities and
71% of measures are judged to have strong
transferability potential to other European cities. Upscaled measures have developed a business case
for moving forward. CIVITAS has given the space to
develop this case in detail for politicians to accept
and prioritise. The SUMPs have provided the
essential road –map for future financial investment in
sustainable mobility beyond the project lifetime.
Financial leverage - Involvement in CIVITAS has also
enabled the cities to lever additional funding from
national Governments and donor agencies such as
the EBRD, during the project lifetime.

Contact Details:
There are several ways to find the latest information about CIVITAS
RENAISSANCE measures:
?
Visit our website and search engine at www.civitas-renaissance.eu
?
Up-to-date results on city measures can be found on the CIVITAS website:
www.civitas-initiative.org and click on Cities/Demonstration Cities
?
Project Coordinator: Leonardo Naldini, Municipality of Perugia,
L.Naldini@comune.perugia.it
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